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Educational Coloring
& Activity Book

Featuring illustrations from people like you!
BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETY!
the tweet can wait until the car is PARKED!
Texts and other things can wait

Pull over or make all adjustments before driving. Remember to only answer texts or calls when you aren’t driving and your vehicle is parked.
Don’t Forget To follow these rules!

Keep your eyes on the road!

Buckle up every time!

Color by #
4 red
5 black
6 grey

Draw your own silly eyes

Put an “X” on the things that you should not do while driving.

Obey traffic signs

Spend limit 35

Buckle up!
Be Safe and
Don’t Forget to

buckle up
A SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL OF OUR TALENTED CONTRIBUTORS

- Turtles and snails - Ashley Culliver, step-daughter of Sgt. Rodney Waller #7654 MCCD

- Buckle up for safety (bear and girl) - Donraiel Carlisle, Excess Property.

- The tweet can wait - Emmalee Jakubiak, step-daughter of SFC Butch Thornton #830, GSP

- Buckle up for safety 2 (seat belt kid) - Mason Jakubiak, son of SFC Butch Thornton #830, GSP.

- Texts and other things can wait & Follow these rules - Alyson Sikes, wife of Cpl. Richard Sikes #605, GSP.